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Bruce Duner brings three decades of financial transformation experience to leading 

critical communications solutions provider 

NEW YORK (Aug. 4, 2020) — Acertitude, the executive search firm unleashing human potential 

globally, has recruited Bruce Duner as the chief financial officer of OnSolve, the leading global 

provider of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)-based mass notification and critical communication 

solutions for enterprise, mass market, and government organizations. During the pandemic, 

OnSolve has played a critical role in helping businesses and government agencies with 

communication and crisis planning challenges. 

As CFO, Mr. Duner will lead all accounting, financial planning & analysis, facilities, internal 

systems teams, and provide strategic insights to guide business operations. He will focus on 

maximizing enterprise value while ensuring the company’s strategy and investments align to 

best serve customers. He will also play a major role in the company’s continued business 

transformation, as the company executes its go-to-market and international growth strategies. 

“I am thrilled with the leadership team we have built here at OnSolve,” said OnSolve CEO Mark 

Herrington. “With the addition of Bruce, I am even more confident that our company is well-

positioned for market leadership and growth in the critical event management and mass 

notification spaces.” 

Duner joins the executive team with a 30-year track record of leadership in creating and 

transforming business strategy into success. Most recently, he served as chief financial officer of 

MRI Software, where he led all financial and administrative operations. Duner has previously 

held chief financial officer roles with Accela, Bomgar Corporation, Surgical Information Systems, 

and Wonderware.  

The CFO search was quickly driven to completion in 104 days by Scott Carberry, senior partner 

at Acertitude. Carberry closely advised Herrington and key stakeholders at Veritas Capital. 

“If ever there was a CFO suited to take on the opportunities that lie ahead for OnSolve, it is 

Bruce. He has done an amazing job building financial strategies, best practices, and high-

performance teams throughout his career,” said Scott Carberry. “It’s an exhilarating time to join 
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as OnSolve continues to establish its position as the front-runner in the critical event 

management market, and we look forward to seeing Bruce shape the company’s growth and 

success well into the future.”  

# # # 

About Acertitude 

Acertitude is the executive search firm unleashing human potential. We discover, connect, and 

empower brilliant people at work. Our approach to search creates human connections, uses 

sophisticated data and behavioral analytics, and brings your inside story to life. Our team 

specializes in the consumer, financial, healthcare and life sciences, industrial, private equity, 

professional services, and technology industries. Explore how to unleash your potential: 

www.acertitude.com. 

 

About OnSolve 

OnSolve is a leading global provider of SaaS-based mass notification and critical 

communication solutions for enterprise, mass market, and government customers. The 

company’s cloud-based software communications platform provides seamless and easy-to-

deploy solutions for the exchange of critical information among organizations, their people, 

devices and external entities with use cases designed to save lives, enhance revenue and 

reduce costs. More information can be found on the company’s website at www.onsolve.com. 

 

Media inquiries: For additional information, please contact Linnéa Jungnelius, Senior Director, 

Marketing + Strategy at Acertitude: linnea@acertitude.com 
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